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There is a global effort to find practices for food production 
that can sustainably feed the population, which is expected 
to surpass ten billion people by 20501. The Haber–Bosch 

process enabled inexpensive nitrogen-based fertilizers to feed the 
booming population, with a >600% increase in their use in the past 
50 years2,3. Increased fertilization has, however, come with a great 
environmental cost. Approximately 12% of the available arable land 
is now degraded, of which >240 Mha (~926,000 mi2 or four times 
the area of France or Texas) is chemically degraded—that is, con-
taminated with heavy metals and/or acidified, especially from nitro-
gen fertilizers, which interfere with nutrient mobility and uptake 
by plants4–6. Overfertilization has visibly destroyed ecosystems by 
the leaching of excess NO3

− into surface waters, which causes eutro-
phication, giving rise to dead zones such as in the Gulf of Mexico7. 
Overfertilization also impacts the soil microbiome8,9. Furthermore, 
N fertilization seems to shift the relative abundance of certain 
microbial communities in soil, with important implications for C 
cycling and ecosystems10.

The application of fertilizers is poorly understood and largely 
varies between regions and countries; for example, eight times 
more is applied per hectare in China than in Australia11. Farmers 
across the globe typically rely on guidelines from their govern-
ments, fertilizer suppliers or family know-how when deciding the 
economic optimum rate of fertilization to ensure maximum profit. 
Professional agronomists generally advise along guidelines and look 
at yields from previous years to estimate fertilizer requirements; 
they may also take soil samples for laboratory testing prior to sow-
ing. Laboratory testing, however, is an expensive and slow process 
and hence is not performed regularly. Soil nitrogen (soil-N) is cru-
cial for high yields, and nitrogen fertilizer is the most frequently 
applied fertilizer. The optimal application rate is highly variable, 
however, since soil-N fluctuates widely with the properties of soil 
and weather over short timescales. Benchmark guidelines are 
unable to account for these variations. With the lack of data con-
cerning the current and future nitrogen levels in soil, farmers tend 
towards overfertilization to protect yields, an environmentally and 
economically inefficient practice12–14.

The measurement of soil-N is important for optimizing the use 
of nitrogen fertilizers and enabling spatio-temporal variable-rate 
fertilization. Indirect spectroscopic precision farming technologies 
such as crop canopy sensors (for example, near-infrared spectro-
scopic cameras) can be used to approximate the N requirements of 
plants15–17. Commercially available options include the CropSpec 
from Topcon Totalcare18, SunScan from Delta-T Devices19 and 
N-Sensor from Yara20, which can be mounted on a tractor for 
large-area monitoring. Indirect spectroscopic techniques, however, 
do not measure the levels of nitrogen in soil; instead, they measure 
green light from the leaves of plants (related to nitrogenous com-
pounds) to indirectly estimate the levels of N fertilizer required. 
Machine learning (ML) algorithms are suitable for calibrating spec-
tra (for example, near-infrared) to soil-N21. Spectroscopic methods 
require plant mass (for example, leaves), so the measurements can-
not be performed until after germination and growth. Fertilizer, 
however, is usually applied just before seeds are sown; hence, spec-
troscopic techniques rarely help in-season and only complement 
national guidelines. Using ion-selective membranes, the levels of 
nitrogen in soil (mainly in the form of NO3

− and NH4
+) can be 

directly detected electrochemically22. Such sensors can be integrated 
into Internet-of-Things-type remote sensors that can provide con-
tinuous data streams concerning levels of nitrogen in soil (for 
example, Teralytic23). To provide spatio-temporal resolution, how-
ever, many units would need to be deployed to fields24. Statistical 
models using ML are therefore well suited to filling in missing soil 
data25 and forecasting them into the future26. Given that each costly 
sensor node is not disposable, they would require collection before 
harvest (that is, they are labour intensive) and would be susceptible 
to theft. They also require infrastructure investments to create a 
wireless network with access points. With challenges such as large 
investment requirements, sector heterogeneity, data ownership and 
privacy, user acceptance, and lack of interoperability, the adoption 
of Internet-of-Things systems for soil sensing has been slow27–29. 
Ion-selective electrochemical sensors can also be produced in a small 
point-of-use (PoU) formfactor (for example, Horiba LAQUAtwin 
and ELIT 8021). These commercially available sensors demonstrate 
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high accuracy for NO3
− (R2 = 0.96)30 and NH4

+ (R2 = 0.98)31; how-
ever, they are delicate and relatively expensive (Horiba LAQUAtwin 
NO3

− sells for ~US$350; each electrode is ~US$150), and they 
require sample preparation and on-site calibration32. Optical meth-
ods such as near-infrared spectrometry are nearing commercializa-
tion for soil-N at the PoU (R2 = 0.72 to 0.92)33; however, they also 
require on-site calibration and struggle with low concentrations34. 
Enzymatic biosensors are being researched, with reported R2 = 0.99, 
although they are delicate and have short lifetimes35.

In this work, we demonstrate a new approach for determining 
crucial but difficult-to-measure N levels in soil. We combine a new 
type of gas-phase NH4

+ sensor (to eliminate matrix effects due to 
the complex sample)36,37, simulated climate data (that is, rainfall 
and temperature), time passed since fertilization (that is, number 
of days) and off-the-shelf soil pH and conductivity sensors with a 
statistical ML model to instantaneously and accurately determine 
levels of NO3

− in soil. We demonstrate that the N levels in soil can 
also be predicted into the future using a long short-term memory 
(LSTM) recurrent neural network over a 12-day period. With this 
new approach (Fig. 1), fertilization can be provided more precisely 
to improve yields while preventing overfertilization and environ-
mental degradation.

results and discussion
Disposable PoU NH4

+ sensor. To measure levels of NH4
+ in soil, 

we developed an electrical PoU sensor to accurately determine 
soil NH4

+ (R2 = 0.85; limit of detection, 3 ± 1 ppm; tested up to 144 
ppm) at low cost with a large dynamic range (Fig. 2a). Each sensing 
module (that is, cartridge) consisted of only a container, a dispos-
able, chemically functionalized paper-based electrical gas sensor 
(chemPEGS, Fig. 2b) and 1 ml of 15 M NaOH, costing <US$0.10 
(Supplementary Video 1)38–41. The chemical functionalization (10 µl 
of 0.025 M H2SO4) of the chemPEGS was the best compromise 
between precision and measurement time (Supplementary Fig. 1) 
and builds on the paper-based electrical gas sensors described by 
Barandun et al.37; the addition of H2SO4 makes the sensor more 

specific for the sensing of ammonia in comparison with our pre-
vious work. Sensing of NH3 with the chemPEGS is susceptible to 
interferences from other water-soluble alkaline gases; however, 
because NH3 has the highest water solubility and is the dominant 
water-soluble alkaline gas species in our samples due to the fertilizer 
(ammonium nitrate), the signal generated by the chemPEGS largely 
originates from NH3. There is a decrease in ionic impedance dur-
ing neutralization on the chemPEGS, which is measured electrically 
using our homemade electronics37. An alternating voltage (10 Hz, 
4 V amplitude) was supplied across the chemPEGS, and the cur-
rent passing through was measured as a voltage with a transimped-
ance amplifier, amplified with a gain resistor (Supplementary 
Information and Supplementary Fig. 2). As the H2SO4 neutraliza-
tion continued, the impedance of paper increased slowly, and the 
time it took to complete (gradient reaching zero) or slow dramati-
cally (step change in gradient, >80% in <10 minutes) was used as 
the analytical signal shown in Fig. 2c (see Supplementary Fig. 3 for 
the raw data). We evaluated the stability of the chemPEGSs and 
determined that they can be stored in dry conditions for 16 days 
without negatively impacting performance (Supplementary Fig. 4). 
Before measuring unknown concentrations, we calibrated the sen-
sor in a range of concentrations of NH4

+ from 4.5 to 144 ppm, in soil 
fertilized with NH4NO3; the calibration curve (log-log) is shown in 
Fig. 2d. Our measurements were compared to external laboratory 
measurements with a score of R2 = 0.85 (Supplementary Fig. 5; see 
Supplementary Fig. 6 for the Bland–Altman plot). This is below the 
reported scores of ion-selective electrochemical sensors mentioned 
above, but our sensing mechanism needs only simple and robust 
components for matrix-free sensing and is therefore likely to offer 
more dependable results in-field. We also measured a calibration 
curve for NH4NO3 in water (no soil) and verified that our soil mea-
surements are indeed from NH4

+ alone (Supplementary Fig. 1).

Time-dependent nitrogen dynamics in soil. Time-series data 
concerning the dynamics of soil-N were collected over short 
timescales (<20 days) in experiments simulating soil in a field  
(Fig. 3). To reduce complexity, we did not grow any plants, and we 
investigated the nitrogen dynamics due only to microbial activity, 
run-off and volatilization (escape of NH3(g)). We placed 5.1 kg of 
soil (Westland Top Soil, unfertilized) in 15 l plastic pots and stored 
them in the laboratory without covering their tops. In each experi-
ment, we controlled the environmental conditions in two ways: 
(1) adding a controlled amount of water to simulate rainfall and 
(2) passing an electrical current through a resistive heating wire 
(nichrome wire), wrapped around the containers, to control tem-
perature uniformly. We kept the soil type (sandy loam, sieved) 
and amount of fertilizer added fixed for all experiments (the fer-
tilizer NH4NO3 was added in the beginning of each experiment 
to produce a concentration of 120 ppm, approximately equal to 
241 kg ha−1 NH4NO3 or 85 kg ha−1 nitrogen; the calculation is shown 
in the Supplementary Information). Experiments were performed 
for eight sets of environmental conditions spanning arid (1 mm d−1 
rainfall) to tropical (10 mm d−1 rainfall) with temperatures rang-
ing from 19–21 °C (temperate) to 26–34 °C (warm). Measurements 
of soil temperature, rainfall, pH, electrical conductivity (EC) and 
NH4

+ were made in our laboratory (Güder Research Group). Levels 
of pH, EC and NH4

+ were also measured in an external labora-
tory (NRM, Cawood Scientific), as were dryness and NO3

−, for 
comparison and training of the ML model. When building the 
ML model, we relied on the dryness values provided by the com-
mercial laboratory, but dryness is highly correlated with rainfall 
and temperature (in our dataset, temperature and rainfall predict 
dryness using linear regression with R2 = 0.86; see Supplementary  
Fig. 7 and the equation in the Supplementary Information) and 
hence can be estimated using these two metrics without needing 
further analytical measurements.
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Fig. 1 | Summary of the method. Nitrogen fertilizer is the backbone of 
modern agriculture and is typically applied as urea or ammonium nitrate 
(we used ammonium nitrate in this work), fuelling the soil-N cycle. These 
fertilizers produce NH4

+ and NO3
− in soil, available to be taken up by 

plants. We have combined PoU electrical measurements (including a new 
soil NH4

+ sensor) with an ML model to quantify difficult-to-measure soil 
nutrients (such as NO3

−) and forecast them into the future. This provides 
information concerning the dynamics of soil-N instantaneously and into 
the future to guide fertilization (reducing overfertilization, understanding 
the effect of weather and ensuring enough plant-available nitrogen to 
maximize crop yield) without laboratory measurements. At scale, this 
model could use a bare minimum of readily available input data to quantify 
and predict crucial outputs (for example, soil macronutrients) in highly 
complex systems (such as soil).
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Dynamics of soil NH4
+. In all time-dependent soil experiments, the 

level of NH4
+ dropped rapidly over time, levelling out after about a 

week, independent of the environmental conditions. Temperature 
played a considerable role only in the case of 1 mm d−1 rainfall, in 
which the NH4

+ levels settled at ~50 ppm in warm conditions, com-
pared with ~0 ppm in temperate conditions. In all other scenarios, 
temperature and rainfall only slightly affected the NH4

+ dynamics, 
without large differences in the trends. Decreasing levels of NH4

+ 

result from multiple processes, such as nitrification (that is, the con-
version of NH4

+ to NO2
− to NO3

−) or environmental losses (leach-
ing or volatilization), that run in parallel; however, the extent of 
each process might vary with environmental and soil conditions. 
Soil dehydration tends to limit nitrification by restricting substrate 
supply to microorganisms and lowering the activity of enzymes42, 
which may explain the retention of NH4

+ at higher temperatures 
(and low rainfall). This observation is further supported by the  
fact that the levels of NO3

− were lower in warm conditions than in 
temperate conditions.

Dynamics of soil NO3
−. Nitrification is a complex, aerobic micro-

bial process affected by temperature, moisture, levels of O2, pH and 
the availability of NH4

+, among other things (for example, nitri-
fier populations)6. We observed that at 1 mm d−1 rainfall, the level 
of NO3

− increased compared with the initial (day zero) concen-
tration, but at 3 mm d−1, it remained relatively unchanged in both 
warm and temperate conditions. At 5 mm d−1 rainfall in warm con-
ditions, the levels of NO3

− only slightly increased towards the end 
of the experiment. In temperate conditions, the concentration of 
NO3

− nearly halved, with a rapid drop after day 10. Under heavy 
rainfall (10 mm d−1), the concentrations of NO3

− dropped towards 
zero in a linear manner over the course of the experiments. From 
these experiments, it could be concluded that the optimum point 
for maximum nitrification and retention of NO3

− in soil occurs in 
temperate and drier conditions, which are consistently more favour-
able than warm and wetter conditions. The reasons behind these 
trends may differ, however, depending on the conditions. While the 
run-off caused by heavy rainfall (that is, 10 mm d−1) may physically 
leach NO3

− away (the excess water was pouring out from the bot-
toms of the pots), less rainfall (3 or 5 mm d−1) may hinder the pen-
etration of O2 into the soil (that is, waterlogged soil) and thereby 
reduce nitrification, especially if the climate is temperate so that 
not enough water is removed from the soil to allow oxygenation43. 
The optimal temperatures for nitrification are typically reported 
between 24 and 27 °C (ref. 44), in line with our observations. In the 
experiments where the dryness of soil did not increase, temperature 
did not have a large effect, evidenced by the first four days of the 
experiments with 3 and 5 mm d−1 rainfall. Dryness (that is, rainfall 
plus temperature) therefore seems to be a more important factor in 
determining the levels of NO3

− than temperature alone.

Dynamics of soil EC and pH. EC and pH were measured to inves-
tigate their correlation with soil-N under different environmental 
conditions. Due to technical difficulties, we were unable to com-
plete the EC and pH measurements for all samples in a single day 
and therefore missed measurements that were to be performed 
in our laboratories. Nevertheless, we did not observe any major 
trends in pH or EC regardless of rainfall or temperature except for 
the experiments with 1 and 10 mm d−1 rainfall. At 1 mm d−1 rain-
fall, the EC only slightly increased, and pH slightly decreased over 
time. Ammonium-based fertilizers are known to acidify soil and 
therefore decrease pH45,46. With an increase in the concentration of 
mobile NO3

− ions in soil, EC is also known to increase46. When the 
rainfall was increased to 10 mm d−1, however, the run-off leached 
out ionic species from the soil, in turn reducing the EC of soil 
without affecting pH. The EC and pH measurements performed 
in our laboratory and externally did not correlate to the degree we 
expected (see the discussion below Supplementary Fig. 7 in the 
Supplementary Information).

Predicting levels of nitrogen in soil using ML. Retention, con-
version or loss of nutrients added to soil is a complex function of 
rainfall, temperature, pH, microorganism populations, soil type and 
other factors. This complexity makes it difficult (if not impossible) to 
create deterministic models to understand the relationship between 
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Fig. 2 | Pou soil ammonium sensor. a, A gas-phase NH4
+ sensor cartridge, 

consisting of a container, 1 ml of 15 M NaOH and a disposable chemPEGS 
that acts as a scrubber of soil NH4

+, is connected to an integrated circuit 
(IC) to perform impedance analysis. b, The volatilized NH3(g) dissolves 
in the layer of water adsorbed on the chemPEGS, neutralizing the H2SO4 
and increasing ionic impedance, which was measured electrically. The 
neutralization reaction draws out the remaining NH4

+ from the soil 
solution to maintain the equilibrium of NH3 in the headspace. The time 
it took for neutralization to slow dramatically or to complete was used 
as the analytical signal (see Supplementary Fig. 3 for the raw data and 
mathematical criteria). c, An example signal from 144-ppm soil NH4

+, with 
the analytical signal circled in red and the error shown in grey (calculated 
by the standard deviation of n = 5 measurements). d, We calibrated 
the sensor in a range of concentrations of NH4

+ from 4.5 to 144 ppm 
in soil fertilized with NH4NO3. Each point had n = 5 repeats, measured 
simultaneously with chemPEGSs from the same batch of fabrication,  
with error bars corresponding to the standard deviations.
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nitrogenous species and their levels in soil after some time, even if 
the initial concentrations are known. We have therefore attempted 
to create a statistical model using (existing) ML approaches to pre-
dict levels of hard-to-measure NO3

− in soil using information on 
weather (that is, rainfall and temperature), time since fertilization, 
pH, EC and NH4

+ (Supplementary Video 2).
Using supervised ML, we attempted to predict the levels of NO3

− 
in soil instantaneously and those of both NH4

+ and NO3
− into the 

future (see Supplementary Fig. 8 for the ML prediction process 

flow). We used the measurements performed by the external labora-
tory (Fig. 3) as a training set (the data processing for ML is described 
in the Supplementary Information). The performance of the model 
was then tested either with data from the external lab or with data 
generated by the PoU sensors in our lab as inputs. Training data 
matching the same environmental conditions (temperature and 
rainfall) as the test inputs were removed, so the model was always 
tested on unseen environmental conditions. Features were ranked  
in order of importance (by XGBoost; Fig. 4a, top left), where soil  
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Fig. 3 | Soil chemistry and nitrogen dynamics. Time-series data of soil-N dynamics were measured over short timescales (<20 days), where each time 
series corresponds to soil under different environmental conditions. We controlled rainfall and temperature by adding a controlled amount of water and 
passing current through a resistive heating wire (top). The environmental conditions span arid (1 mm rain per day) to tropical (10 mm rain per day) and 
temperate (20 ± 2 °C) to warm (31 ± 2 °C). Initial fertilization with NH4NO3 was fixed at 120 ppm. Measurements of soil temperature (n = 3), rainfall, 
pH (n = 5), EC (n = 5) and NH4

+ (n = 5) were made in our laboratory (GRG, Güder Research Group), with errors corresponding to the standard deviation. 
Measurements of pH, EC, dry percentage, NH4

+ and NO3
− were measured in an external laboratory (n = 1) for comparison and training of the ML model.
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dryness, time since fertilization and NH4
+ were the most impor-

tant. We compared combinations of features, regressors and tun-
ing parameters exhaustively (by grid search) to find the best 
general regressor to estimate the levels of NO3

− instantaneously (see 
Supplementary Fig. 9 for R2 scores for each set of environmental 
conditions). We determined that the K-nearest-neighbours (Knn) 
algorithm, trained on all seven features and tuned with number 
of neighbours (k) = 14, leaf size = 1 and power parameter (p) = 1, 
can predict instantaneous levels of NO3

− with R2 = 0.63 using the 
external lab results for training and our lab PoU sensors for test 
input (Fig. 4a, top right; Bland–Altman plots for Fig. 4 are shown in 
Supplementary Fig. 12). Using the same model, but with the exter-
nal lab results as test inputs, removes the impact of inaccuracy of 
our lab PoU sensors, resulting in R2 = 0.68 (Supplementary Fig. 10). 
We also determined that the XGBoost regressor produced the best 
predictions for dryer soils and Knn for wetter. Taking our lab PoU 
sensors as test inputs, and using the optimal regressor and tuning 
for each set of environmental conditions, offers even better perfor-
mance, giving an optimized score of R2 = 0.70 (score averaged across 
each set of environmental conditions; Fig. 4a, bottom left). The same 
process, but with the external lab results as test inputs, produces 
an optimized best-case scenario score of R2 = 0.86 (Fig. 4a, bottom 
right). This score for predicting levels of NO3

− in soil is comparable 
to direct measurements using optical (R2 = 0.83; Fourier-transform 
infrared spectroscopy) or electrochemical methods (R2 = 0.96; 
ion-selective electrodes) as reported in the literature31,47. This result 
was pleasantly surprising given that no additional hardware was 
required for determining levels of NO3

− with high accuracy. We 
also tuned a Knn model (k = 11, leaf size = 3, p = 1) to predict levels 
of NO3

− in soil using only the most basic inputs—days since fer-
tilization, rainfall and temperature (that is, requiring no soil sen-
sors at all)—which yielded R2 = 0.54 (Supplementary Fig. 11). We 
attempted to validate the same model for NO3

− prediction on a dif-
ferent soil type (55% clay, 1% sand, 44% silt) with a new time series 
of external laboratory data. The result was a positive correlation 
(R2 = 0.31) between measured and predicted NO3

−; however, more 
data are needed to train the model to understand nitrogen dynamics 
in different soil types (see Supplementary Fig. 13 for the data and 
further discussion).

Determining the concentration of NH4
+ and NO3

− in soil at 
any given moment is important (as described above), but from an 
operational point of view, it would also be useful to know what the 
levels of soil-N (that is, NH4

+ and NO3
−) will be in the future from 

a single measurement to create a precise schedule for future fertil-
ization. Soil, however, introduces a memory effect: nutrient levels 
today depend on the nutrient levels and other factors from yester-
day (property X at time t will be a function of X at t − 1). Forecasting 
of soil-N into the future must therefore consider time and sequence 
of data, and possess a degree of memory, for multiple correlated fea-
tures. Using the time-series dataset generated by the external lab, we 
trained an LSTM recurrent neural network model (another super-
vised ML algorithm) to forecast NH4

+ and NO3
− into the future for 

unseen environmental conditions. We tuned the model using grid 
search, minimizing root mean squared error using time lag and 
model hyperparameters (training epochs, batch size and number of 
neurons, defined after Supplementary Fig. 15). The optimal tuning 
was time lag, 1; epochs, 50; batch size, 3; and number of neurons, 3. 
The dataset was first concatenated into one multivariate time series. 
Each time series was then removed sequentially, and the model 
was trained to predict the removed time series from the remain-
ing data. The models were retrained for each desired forecast time 
(1–12 days into the future; longer time periods were inaccurate), 
but the same tuning parameters were used for all environmental 
conditions. Comparing predicted to real values over the 12-day 
period gives scores of R2

NH4+
= 0.60 and R2

NO3−
= 0.70 using only 

the initial concentrations of NH4
+ and NO3

− on day zero, which 

demonstrates efficacy even with our limited training dataset (Fig. 
4b, with R2 plots in Supplementary Fig. 15 and Bland–Altman plots 
in Supplementary Fig. 16). In essence, by measuring NH4

+, EC and 
pH in the field and gathering other environmental data from public 
sources, one can estimate the levels of NO3

− for today and levels of 
both NH4

+ and NO3
− into the future.

Conclusions
In this study, we demonstrated that it is possible to estimate the 
levels of hard-to-measure nitrogen levels in soil using easily acces-
sible soil and climate data and ML models. This strategy allows one 
to determine and predict levels of nitrogen (NH4

+ and NO3
−) in 

soil, both instantaneously and into the future. We have produced 
a soil nitrification dataset that provides enough temporal resolu-
tion (about a three-day measurement frequency), for a range of 
conditions, to train an ML model. The strength of our approach 
is that we primarily use inexpensive and easily accessible tools for 
the soil measurements (pH and EC meter, with the exception of the 
chemPEGS developed in this work) and publicly available weather 
data (rainfall and temperature; in this study, we simulated weather 
in a controlled manner) to estimate the levels of soil-N through 
ML. The method presented is high performance, such that the con-
centration of instantaneous soil NO3

− can be estimated using PoU 
inputs with R2 = 0.70 and using external laboratory inputs with 
R2 = 0.86 (comparable to existing high-performance NO3

− sensors) 
without the need for additional hardware. Using an LSTM model, 
the levels of NH4

+ and NO3
− can also be forecasted 12 days into the 

future, for unseen environmental conditions, with R2
NH4+

= 0.60 
and R2

NO3−
= 0.70. Furthermore, the paper-based, disposable, 

gas-phase NH4
+ sensors (that is, chemPEGS) developed in this work 

could also be used alone at the PoU without the ML model or other 
sensors if instantaneous detection of NH4

+ is needed alone.
The approach presented in this work has the following three 

weaknesses. First, the supervised ML algorithms used for the pre-
diction of soil-N require a training dataset, meaning that prior 
measurements and climate data are needed to make the estimation 
algorithms work. This problem could be partially resolved by using 
data for soil-N already published in the literature to create a train-
ing dataset. A training dataset could also be created using the PoU 
sensor toolkit described in this work in addition to occasional mea-
surements of soil NO3

− in an external laboratory. We expect that 
the performance of the algorithms will increase over time as more 
data are generated using the sensors and laboratory measurements. 
Although leave-one-out cross validation was used for training, the 
lack of a validation dataset may have resulted in overfitting of the 
hyperparameters to the weather conditions in Fig. 4a (bottom left 
and bottom right).

Second, the chemPEGS (for measuring NH4
+ at the PoU) is 

expected to be cross-sensitive to other alkaline gases and cur-
rently takes a long time to perform a measurement (30–450 min 
for 144–4.5 ppm NH4

+). The chemPEGS, however, demonstrated 
sufficient performance for measuring soil NH4

+, as it is most sen-
sitive to NH3(g) due to its high water solubility. The time it takes 
to produce a result could also be reduced by measuring the rate of 
change of the impedance during neutralization or training a predic-
tive ML model on short measurement times. The sensitivity of the 
chemPEGS could also be improved by using a lower concentration 
of H2SO4 (refs. 37,38,48).

Third, the dataset generated in this work is limited (sparse) 
and does not include various scenarios such as sudden changes in 
weather and different types of fertilizers (for example, urea). The 
current work also does not include crops, which would draw nitro-
gen from the soil and affect nitrogen dynamics. The limited dataset 
may explain the unusual LSTM tuning for batch and number of neu-
rons (both 3) and the poor performance in clay soil. Further work is 
needed to create a model to predict nitrogen uptake by plants.
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Fig. 4 | ML model to predict soil nitrate. a, Instantaneous soil NO3
− was predicted with instance-based and ensemble learning regressors. Features were 

first ranked by importance to the XGBoost model, calculated by weight (the number of times the feature occurs in the trees) and gain (each feature’s 
contribution to each tree) (top left). The best-performing regressor for all environmental conditions is Knn, which predicts NO3

− using only PoU sensors 
from our lab as test inputs with R2 = 0.63 (top right). Optimizing the model for each set of environmental conditions (the regressor and tuning for each 
are shown in Supplementary Fig. 9) improves the score to R2 = 0.70 (bottom left). Using the external lab data as test inputs (removing any inaccuracy 
from our PoU sensors) gave optimized predictions of NO3

− with R2 = 0.86 (bottom right). b, The time-series dataset was used to train an LSTM recurrent 
neural network model to forecast NH4

+ and NO3
− into the future, also for unseen environmental conditions. The models were retrained for each desired 

forecast time (1–12 days into the future, with shading corresponding to the standard deviation of seven predictions from the model, with the same initial 
conditions), and comparing predicted to real values over the 12-day period gives scores of R2NH4+

= 0.60 and R2NO3−
= 0.70.
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The impact of this work is that growers can instantly determine 
crucial soil nutrients using only PoU measurements and weather 
data and can forecast the levels of nutrients into the future to build 
better fertilization plans. This would ensure that appropriate nutri-
ents are present when needed by the crops. This approach could 
enable precision farming of a new caliber (with substantially lowered 
capital investment), reducing fertilizer requirements, soil degrada-
tion and eutrophication while improving crop yields. Furthermore, 
we hope this approach will extend to complex media other than soil, 
where simple chemical measurements and easily accessible data, 
combined with ML, can be used to predict crucial outputs in health 
care, food and environmental monitoring.

Methods
Soil experiments. Top-soil with sandy loam texture (69% sand, 2.00–0.063 mm 
diameter; 25% silt, 0.063–0.002 mm diameter; 6% clay, <0.002 mm diameter; 
density, 774 g l−1; measured in NRM Laboratories, part of Cawood Scientific) 
was purchased from Westland and used in the experiments without further 
modifications. The soil was heat sterilized, but microbiota are expected to 
survive. For the soil experiments performed in our laboratory, the water-soluble 
compounds and small particles were extracted from the soil samples by mixing 
100 ml of diH2O with 100 g of soil for approximately one minute (simulating a 
PoU scenario; longer mixing may enhance extraction) and then pressing out 
the solution with a potato press (VonShef) for a few seconds. We used the soil 
solution for the pH, EC and NH4

+ measurements in our laboratory. Soil samples 
(200 g) for the measurements at the external laboratory (NRM) were extracted 
from the soil pots and stored in Ziploc bags (placed inside a cool box along with 
a cooling element), which were collected and analysed within two days. Different 
from our method of handling, the external lab used a soil-to-water ratio of 1:2.5, 
as they dried the samples before processing to improve consistency (we did 
not do this, which caused issues surrounding unmatching results between the 
external measurements and the measurements performed by our group). The 
levels of soil-N were measured colorimetrically by the external laboratory. NH4

+ 
was reacted with alkaline hypochlorite and phenol to form indophenol blue. 
Sodium nitroprusside acted as a catalyst in the formation of indophenol blue, 
which was measured at 640 nm. NO3

− was reduced to nitrite using cadmium in 
an open tubular cadmium reactor. A diazo compound formed between nitrite 
and sulphanilamide, which was coupled with N-(1-naphthyl)ethylenediamine 
dihydrochloride to give a red azo dye, measured at 540 nm. For all soil experiments, 
soil was weighed into pots of 5.1 kg and fertilized with 51 ml of 0.665 M (12,000 
ppm) NH4NO3 while mixing thoroughly, resulting in soil at approximately 120 
ppm NH4NO3.

Fabrication of the chemPEGS. ChemPEGSs with carbon electrodes (no. 
C2130925D1 conductive carbon ink, 55/45 wt% with no. S60118D3 diluent from 
GWENT Group) were screen-printed on chromatography paper (Whatman, 
grade 1 chromatography paper, 20 cm × 20 cm, 0.18 mm thickness) and dried 
overnight at room temperature to remove excess organic solvents from 
the electrodes. The design of the electrodes consists of three interdigitated 
electrodes with 1 mm spacing between each finger, which was optimized to 
increase sensitivity—that is, we wanted to keep the sensors as resistive as 
possible up to the level where our electronics could handle the low currents. To 
contain the H2SO4 added in a certain region within the paper, wax was deposited 
around the electrode area to provide a hydrophobic barrier. We printed the wax 
designs using a Xerox ColorQube 8580 printer on Office Depot transparent 
acetate sheets and then heat-transferred them to the chemPEGS substrate with 
a Vevor HP230B heat press (180 °C). We then drop-casted 10 µl of 0.025 M 
H2SO4 on the chemPEGS before use, to neutralize the ammonia gas. An array of 
batch-processed chemPEGS sensors is shown in Supplementary Fig. 17.

Gas-phase measurement of NH4
+ with the chemPEGS. To operate the sensor 

module (that is, the cartridge), a soil solution was created by pressing 100 ml of 
deionized water through 100 g of soil. A 5 ml soil solution was injected into each 
container. In the container, the solubilized soil NH4

+(aq) is in equilibrium with 
solubilized NH3(aq) (equation (1)), which is in equilibrium with volatilized NH3(g) 
in the headspace of the container under Henry’s law (equation (2)):

NH4
+
(aq) + OH−

(aq) ↔ NH3(aq) + H2O (1)

NH3(aq) ↔ NH3(g) (2)

When the pH is increased to 14 by the concentrated NaOH solution, 
the equilibrium shifts towards NH3(aq) and ultimately NH3(g). The NH3(g) 
in the headspace of the container once again dissolves in the layer of water 
adsorbed on the paper sensors (described by Barandun et al.37) and then 
neutralizes the H2SO4 in the paper, causing an increase in the ionic impedance 

(mainly due to the neutralization of highly mobile H+ ions) of the sensor in a 
concentration-dependent manner (Fig. 2b)36,49–51. The neutralization of NH3 in the 
chemPEGS (equation (3)) draws out more NH4

+ from the soil solution to maintain 
equilibrium; hence, the paper sensor acts as a scrubber of soil NH4

+:

2NH4
+

+ 2OH−

+ 2H+
+ SO4

2−
→ 2NH4

+
+ SO4

2−
+ 2H2O (3)

The cartridges comprised a gold-plated card-reader (Midland Ross CD6734 
BRN 34 Way IDC Ribbon Cable Card edge Connector) inserted into the screw cap 
of a 50 ml centrifuge tube (VWR) and sealed with a glue gun. Using the electrical 
contacts on the back (left outside the tube), the card-reader was connected to a 
custom-built printed circuit board containing electronics that can apply a 10 Hz, 
4 Vp–p signal across the chemPEGS. The chemPEGS was inserted into the card-reader 
and placed in a sealed centrifuge tube containing 1 ml of 15 M NaOH. The current 
produced as a result of the voltage applied was converted to a voltage again by an 
operational amplifier-based transimpedance amplifier (with a ratio defined by a 
gain resistor); the voltage signal was subsequently recorded by an Arduino Due 
using its onboard Analog-to-Digital Converter and communicated to a nearby PC 
over a serial link. Once the electrical signal (the current passing through the sensor) 
stabilized (that is, the paper substrate reached an equilibrium with the humidity 
inside the tube), 5 ml of soil solution was injected into the tube using a syringe, and 
changes in the electrical current were recorded as the analytical signal.

Calibration of the chemPEGS for measuring soil NH4
+. The increase in 

impedance (calculated using Ohm’s law) of the chemPEGS was measured over time 
during the neutralization of H2SO4 that was drop-casted previously. Calibration was 
first performed without soil for a range of NH4NO3 concentrations (4.5, 9, 18, 36, 
72, 144 and 287 ppm) and a range of H2SO4 concentrations (0.1, 0.05 and 0.025 M), 
as shown in Supplementary Fig. 1. Calibration was attempted by comparing the 
concentration of NH4NO3 to the total change in the impedance of the chemPEGS 
and the time taken for the impedance to stop increasing or slow dramatically 
(Supplementary Fig. 3). A concentration of 0.025 M for H2SO4 gave the fastest and 
most precise measurements (Supplementary Fig. 1). Calibration in soil solution was 
performed for a range of concentrations (4.5, 9, 18, 36, 72 and 144 ppm) of NH4NO3 
spiked in the soil sample and then extracted. A calibration curve was fitted as NH4

+ 
(ppm) = (time [minutes] × 5.43 × 10−4)−1.26 with R2 = 0.96 (Fig. 2d).

Control of rainfall and temperature. Rainfall was fixed at 1, 3, 5 or 10 mm d−1, 
implemented by adding a daily equivalent of 57 ml, 172 ml, 286 ml or 573 ml to a pot 
area of 573 cm2 (the pots were watered every two days). Temperature was controlled 
by wrapping pots containing soil with nichrome wire (purchased from Amazon) and 
applying a 36 V potential, resulting in an electrical current of 1.5 Å supplied from 
two Tenma 72-8350A power supplies in series. Soil temperature was measured at 
three points (centre, edge and in between) and averaged to estimate the temperature 
of the soil periodically, using a Silverline 469539 Pocket Digital Probe Thermometer.

Measurement of EC and pH of soil. Using a Hanna Instruments HI5222-type 
benchtop EC/pH meter, we measured the pH and EC of the solution extracted 
from the samples of soil. Each sample was measured five times, and the readings 
were averaged to reduce error.

ML model. All computational work was performed using Python (v.3.6) in the 
PyCharm integrated development environment. For modelling and optimization, 
we used the following core packages: Keras API for Tensorflow (LSTM model), 
Scikit-learn (ensemble and Knn regressors), XGBoost, pandas and NumPy.

Statistics and reproducibility. The sample sizes for the measurements from sensors 
made in our lab were n = 5 unless otherwise stated, with error calculated by standard 
deviation. No statistical method was used to predetermine sample sizes, but they are 
similar to those reported in similar work37. All data shown in Fig. 3 were used for 
training the ML models with no exclusions. Since only physical measurements were 
made, the experiments were not randomized, and the investigators were not blinded 
to allocation during the experiments and outcome assessment.

Reporting Summary. Further information on research design is available in the 
Nature Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.

data availability
All data are available from the corresponding author upon reasonable request.
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Reporting Summary
Nature Research wishes to improve the reproducibility of the work that we publish. This form provides structure for consistency and transparency 
in reporting. For further information on Nature Research policies, see our Editorial Policies and the Editorial Policy Checklist.

Statistics
For all statistical analyses, confirm that the following items are present in the figure legend, table legend, main text, or Methods section.

n/a Confirmed

The exact sample size (n) for each experimental group/condition, given as a discrete number and unit of measurement

A statement on whether measurements were taken from distinct samples or whether the same sample was measured repeatedly

The statistical test(s) used AND whether they are one- or two-sided 
Only common tests should be described solely by name; describe more complex techniques in the Methods section.

A description of all covariates tested

A description of any assumptions or corrections, such as tests of normality and adjustment for multiple comparisons

A full description of the statistical parameters including central tendency (e.g. means) or other basic estimates (e.g. regression coefficient) 
AND variation (e.g. standard deviation) or associated estimates of uncertainty (e.g. confidence intervals)

For null hypothesis testing, the test statistic (e.g. F, t, r) with confidence intervals, effect sizes, degrees of freedom and P value noted 
Give P values as exact values whenever suitable.

For Bayesian analysis, information on the choice of priors and Markov chain Monte Carlo settings

For hierarchical and complex designs, identification of the appropriate level for tests and full reporting of outcomes

Estimates of effect sizes (e.g. Cohen's d, Pearson's r), indicating how they were calculated

Our web collection on statistics for biologists contains articles on many of the points above.

Software and code
Policy information about availability of computer code

Data collection Arduino IDE (1.8), Google Sheets

Data analysis Machine learning computation performed using Python (3.6) in PyCharm IDE (2019). Packages: Keras API for Tensorflow (LSTM model), Scikit-
learn (ensemble and Knn regressors), XGBoost, pandas and NumPy.  
Plotting and R2 fitting performed with Origin (2018).

For manuscripts utilizing custom algorithms or software that are central to the research but not yet described in published literature, software must be made available to editors and 
reviewers. We strongly encourage code deposition in a community repository (e.g. GitHub). See the Nature Research guidelines for submitting code & software for further information.

Data
Policy information about availability of data

All manuscripts must include a data availability statement. This statement should provide the following information, where applicable: 
- Accession codes, unique identifiers, or web links for publicly available datasets 
- A list of figures that have associated raw data 
- A description of any restrictions on data availability

The data that support the findings of this study are available from the corresponding 
author upon reasonable request.
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Ecological, evolutionary & environmental sciences study design
All studies must disclose on these points even when the disclosure is negative.

Study description We have gathered a new dataset using point-of-use soil sensors, some of which we have developed. We use machine learning 
regressors to predict difficult-to-measure soil nitrogen from measured data, then train a LSTM machine learning model to predict soil 
nitrogen into the future.

Research sample We made measurements in top soil (sandy loam) to simulate a field. We varied temperature and rainfall to simulate a variety of 
weather conditions (arid to tropical, temperate to warm).

Sampling strategy Samples were taken from pots of soil in our laboratory, with constant mass for each sample. 5 repeat measurements of NH4, EC and 
pH were made on each soil sample every time. Each soil temperature measurement was made 3 times, once on the edge, once in the 
middle and once half way between.

Data collection All measurements made in our laboratory were performed by Max Grell, with data recorded in Google Sheets and as text files by 
Arduino IDE. Samples were also analyzed by an external laboratory. 

Timing and spatial scale Measurements were made every few days, but more frequently at the start of each experiment. The variable frequency was chosen 
to better capture changes in soil nutrients. There was no spatial dimension.

Data exclusions Data were not excluded 

Reproducibility Leave-one-out cross-validation was used for all machine learning predictions. Repeats of n>3 were used for each measurement 
(described above)

Randomization N/A, our experiments were built and controlled in-house

Blinding N/A, there were no subjects to hide placebos from

Did the study involve field work? Yes No

Reporting for specific materials, systems and methods
We require information from authors about some types of materials, experimental systems and methods used in many studies. Here, indicate whether each material, 
system or method listed is relevant to your study. If you are not sure if a list item applies to your research, read the appropriate section before selecting a response. 

Materials & experimental systems
n/a Involved in the study

Antibodies

Eukaryotic cell lines

Palaeontology and archaeology

Animals and other organisms

Human research participants

Clinical data

Dual use research of concern

Methods
n/a Involved in the study

ChIP-seq

Flow cytometry

MRI-based neuroimaging
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